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ABSTRACT With the rapid growth of cloud email services, email encryption is beginning to be used more 

and more to alleviate concerns about cloud privacy and security. However, this increase in usage invites the 

problem of how to search and filter encrypted emails effectively. Searchable public key encryption is a 

popular technology to solve encrypted email searching, but encrypted email filtering is still an open problem.  

We propose an encrypted cloud email searching and filtering scheme based on hidden policy ciphertext-

policy attribute-based encryption with keyword search as a new solution. It enables the recipient to search 

the encrypted cloud email keywords and allows the email filtering server to filter the encrypted email content 

when receiving the email, as the traditional email keyword filtering service. Our hidden policy scheme is 

constructed by composite order bilinear groups and proven secure by dual system encryption methodology. 

Our scheme can be applied to other scenarios such as file searching and filtering and has certain practical 

value.  

INDEX TERMS attribute-based keyword search; Dual System Encryption; encrypted email filtering; 

hidden policy.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The total number of business and consumer emails sent and 

received per day will exceed 319 billion in 2021, and is 

forecast to grow to over 376 billion by year-end 2025[1]. 

Cloud-based email services are seeing rapid growth. The 

benefits of cloud adoption are clear to all organizations, and 

an increasing number of organizations, of all sizes, are 

choosing to migrate to cloud email and collaboration 

services. Cloud email providers are beginning to provide 

more security features, such as email encryption, archiving, 

and other security-related services, which are helping to ease 

users’ concerns about cloud privacy and security. 

Email encryption also creates some problems, such as how 

users are to search for emails without needing bothersome 

decryption or how the relevant servers are supposed to filter 

the content of emails (email-related laws in every country or 

region require the filtering of emails, such as spam, spam 

containing malicious code, etc.). Moreover, in searching and 

filtering, cloud servers cannot obtain information about the 

content of emails. Thus, the main problem we are facing now 

is how to make it as easy for users to search and filter for 

encrypted email as it is to search and filter for unencrypted 

ones in the traditional system. Searchable public key 

encryption was proposed to address this problem. 

Searchable encryption is divided into searchable 

symmetric encryption and searchable public key encryption. 

Searchable public key encryption is suitable for encrypted 

email search scenarios. Boneh et al. [3] were the first to put 

forward the notion of a public key encryption scheme with 

keyword search (PEKS), which has application in identity-

based encryption [2] (IBE) email system. This scheme 

allows gateways in communication systems to retrieve and 

determine whether the received email contains keywords to 

be searched. This solution created the use of searchable 
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encryption technology to solve the searching problem of 

encrypted email. Subsequently, many PEKS schemes claim 

to be used in encrypted email searching. Recently, there were 

some PEKS schemes [29-31] for encrypted email. Xu et al. 

[31] proposed an encrypted email multi-keyword search 

scheme with hidden structures. Li et al. [30] proposed a new 

notion called designated-server identity-based authenticated 

encryption with keyword search for encrypted emails. Zhang 

et al. [29] proposed a scheme supporting conjunctive 

keywords search without keyword field. The main security 

problem of searchable public key encryption is offline 

keyword guessing attack (KGA) that Byun et al. [27] defined 

for PEKS. Rhee et al. [34] proved that the sufficient 

condition for resisting keyword guessing attack is the 

indistinguishability of trapdoor. All three schemes [29-31] 

prove the security of keyword trapdoor so that they can resist 

KGA. However, these schemes did not consider the filtering 

of encrypted email. Now encrypted email filtering is still an 

open problem. There have also been some PEKS schemes 

[4,32] that have claimed to support encrypted email filtering, 

but they did not provide a detailed explanation on how to do 

so.  

Boneh et al. [5] proposed an abstract and general 

encrypted email filtering scheme model. Email users could 

use some partially trusted proxy servers to filter out all 

encrypted emails recognized as spam according to their own 

requirements with their scheme. This process achieves the 

seemingly conflicting goal of hiding the email content on the 

proxy server and allowing the proxy server to determine 

whether the email is spam according to the user's own 

settings. Unfortunately, there are only two paragraphs of text 

description and a schematic diagram. However, we can see 

that their scheme model uses searchable encryption to solve 

this problem. Inspired by this, we came up with a solution. 

We only need to make the filtering server a particular 

recipient to solve the problem of encrypted email searching 

and filtering. Therefore, we decided to design an encrypted 

email searching and filtering scheme based on attribute-

based encryption with keyword search (ABKS). 

Our contribution  

Under current circumstances, it would be difficult for an 

encrypted email to be searched by multiple recipients and 

filtered by a filter server. However, attribute-based 

encryption with keyword search, especially ciphertext-policy 

attribute-based encryption with keyword search (CPABKS), 

can solve this problem. Therefore, our solution is to design a 

CPABKS scheme for encrypted cloud email scenarios, 

aiming to enable both filtering and searching simultaneously. 

An additional recipient list is specially created when sending 

an email, and the filter server is added as the recipient. 

Attributes of users on this recipient list will form a set used 

as the access structure P  of the encrypted keyword index. 

This way, only the recipients whose attributes meet the 

control policy can be successfully searched. The filter server 

can filter keywords within encrypted emails successfully, as 

the server is added to the additional recipient list. In order to 

resist KGA and make the scheme obtain full security, the 

composite order bilinear groups are constructed to realize the 

policy hiding. According to this direction of thinking, we 

become the first to propose a hidden policy ciphertext-policy 

attribute-based encryption with keyword search 

(HPCPABKS) scheme to solve the problem of encrypted 

email searching and filtering. Our scheme is not filtering on 

the email gateway. Like some free email, it only provides 

recipient server-side filtering. Our scheme has the following 

advantages: 

⚫ Innovatively applies the ABKS design to the encrypted 

cloud email scenario. The sender creates an additional 

list of recipients for searching and filtering and adds the 

recipient filtering server to this list of recipients. The 

user' attributes in this recipient list are used as the 

access control policy of the encrypted keyword index. 

Therefore, the recipients can search keywords by their 

attributes, and, in turn, the recipient filtering server can 

filter keywords by its own attributes. 

⚫ Our scheme supports copying and grouping multiple 

emails at the same time and uses only one encrypted 

keyword index without any additional encrypted index 

computation costs. 

⚫ In our solution, we apply the dual system encryption 

methodology and the hidden policy to enhance privacy 

and obtain full security. It can resist KGA and satisfy 

the confidentiality of the encrypted email system. 

⚫ Our scheme has certain practical application value and 

can further expand anti-virus email protection functions 

according to malicious email reporting, email 

attachment processing. It is not only more suitable for 

encrypted cloud email searching and filtering scenarios, 

but it can also be extended to encrypted file searching 

and filtering, as well as other application scenarios. 

II.  Related work 

The root of HPCPABKS can be traced back to Attribute-based 

encryption (ABE) proposed by Sahai et al. [6]. ABE is an 

extension of traditional public key encryption. The user can 

express how he or she wants to share the data in the encryption 

algorithm, make some policies according to the attributes of 

the receiving user, and share the data according to these 

policies. The ABE scheme is divided into ciphertext-policy 

ABE (CPABE) and key-policy ABE (KPABE). In the CP-

ABE schemes (e.g. [10-12]), the receiver's key is associated 

with the attribute set, while the ciphertext contains the access 

policy on the attribute set. Only when the attribute set 

associated with the receiver's key meets the access policy 

contained in the ciphertext can it be decrypted. In the KPABE 

schemes (e.g. [7-9]), the ciphertext contains a set of attributes. 

The key is associated with the attribute set's access policy and 

can only be decrypted if the attribute set of the ciphertext 

satisfies the access policy associated with the key.  
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ABE is an effective solution to realize the privacy of data 

sharing and security in the cloud platform environment. 

However, under certain circumstances, in order to not disclose 

any sensitive information in the access structure, the ABE 

scheme should support an anonymous access structure to 

realize the hidden policy. Nishide et al. [16] proposed two 

CPABE schemes with a hidden access control policy. The user 

can hide a subset of each attribute's possible values in the 

ciphertext policy to realize partial policy hiding. Later work 

(e.g. [17-19]) also realized the hiding of access control policy, 

solving data confidentiality protection problems, and fine-

grained access control in cloud storage. The previous schemes 

are all based on the selective model. In the selective model, the 

adversary needs to select the access control policy to be 

challenged before the system initializes the public parameters. 

Lewko et al. [22] first solved this problem. They proposed a 

fully secure ABE system using the dual system encryption 

methodology introduced by Waters [23] and techniques used 

by Lewko et al. [24]. However, these encryption schemes do 

not support keyword search and cannot search data ciphertext. 

In order to effectively support one-to-many application 

scenarios in cloud storage, Zheng et al. [13] and Sun et al. [14] 

combine attribute-based encryption (ABE) technology with 

searchable encryption (SE) technology. The attribute-based 

encryption with keyword search scheme was proposed, which 

supports the fine-grained access control of ciphertext data and 

provides fast retrieval of ciphertext data, effectively improving 

the sharing efficiency of ciphertext data in the cloud. In an 

ABKS system [15,35], the cloud server cannot get any 

information about the keyword(s) and the data.  

Qiu et al. [20] and Wu et al. [21] presented an ABKS 

scheme with hidden access policy, and their schemes can resist 

KGA. Liu et al. [28] also proposed an HPCPABKS scheme 

supporting integrity verification and data deduplication. 

However, most of the schemes were only proven secure in the 

selective model. The selective security model assumes that the 

adversary selects the access structure to attack before 

initialization. Therefore, to resist KGA, these selective 

security schemes [20,21,28] need to prove that the ciphertext 

is indistinguishable from the adversary first, then prove that 

the keyword trapdoor is indistinguishable from the adversary. 

However, the full security model is more secure. It has been 

proved in [33] that the keyword ciphertext of the ABKS 

scheme transformed by the full security ABE is 

indistinguishable from the adversary. Moreover, the trapdoor 

indistinguishability can be proved along with the security 

proof, which gives a stronger sense of integrity to the security 

proof. To effectively manage encrypted cloud email scenarios 

and improve their security, we designed a full security 

HPCPABKS scheme based on composite order bilinear group. 

Compared with several encrypted email PEKS schemes [29-

31] introduced in section I, the ABKS scheme supporting 

multi-keyword or other types of keywords is more difficult to 

construct. Therefore, our scheme now only supports ordinary 

single keyword search. 

Organization  

In Section III, we give all the preliminaries, including 

complexity assumptions, access structure. We formally define 

our encrypted cloud email searching and filtering scheme and 

its security, and present the concrete scheme in Section IV. In 

Section V, we give the security proof of our scheme and 

comparison. In Section VI, we state our conclusion. 

III.  Preliminaries 

A  Composite Order Bilinear Groups  

Boneh et al. first introduced Composite order bilinear in [25]. 

Our scheme is constructed on the groups of order N, where N 

is the product of three distinct primes. Let   be a group 

generator, an algorithm which takes a security parameter  1  

as input and outputs a tuple ( , , , , , )Tp q r G G e .   outputs  

( , , , , , )Tp q r G G e  where , ,p q r  are distinct primes, G and 

TG  are cyclic groups of order N pqr= . : Te G G G →   is a 

map such that： 

1）Bilinear. ,g h G   , , Na b Z   , (g , ) ( , )a b abe h e g h=    

2）Non-degenerate. g G   , ( , )e g g  has order N in TG , 

3）The multiplication in G and TG , as well as the operations 

of bilinear maps e , are computable in polynomial time with 

respect to  . 

pG , qG and rG denote the subgroups of group G whose 

order is p, q and r respectively. According to the orthogonality 

of subgroups, we can see that if h p pG  and hq qG   then 

( , ) 1p qe h h = . 

B Assumption 

Assumption 1. (Subgroup decision problem for 3 primes [26])  

  is a generator of group G . We define the following 

distribution: 

( ,q, r, , , ) (1 )Tp G G e   

N pqr= , p pg G , r rg G , 

D ( , , N, , , )T p rG G e g g= , 

1 pqT G , 2 pT G  

We define the advantage of an algorithm  in breaking 

Assumption 1 to be: 

  1
1 2Adv | Pr[ (D, ) 1] Pr[ ( , ) 1] |T D T= − =  

Definition 1. We say   satisfies Assumption 1 if for any 

polynomial time algorithm , 1Adv   is negligible. 

Assumption 2. Given a group generator   as above. We 

define the following distribution: 

( ,q, r, , , ) (1 )Tp G G e  , 

N pqr= , 1,p pg X G , 2 qX G , r rg G , 

1 2D ( , , N, , , , )T p rG G e g X X g=  

1 pqT G , 2 pT G  

We define the advantage of an algorithm  in breaking 

Assumption 2 to be: 

  2
1 2Adv | Pr[ (D, ) 1] Pr[ ( , ) 1] |T D T= − =  
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Definition 2. We say   satisfies Assumption 2 if for any 

polynomial time algorithm , 2Adv   is negligible. 

Assumption 3. Given a group generator   as above. We 

define the following distribution: 

( ,q, r, , , ) (1 )Tp G G e   

N pqr= , NZ  , p pg G , 1 2, , ,q qg Q Q Q G  

0 1, , ,r rg R R R G  

1

0 1 1 2D ( , , , , , , , , , )T p P P q rPG G N e g R g R g Q g Q g g =  

1 pT g QR= , 2 TT G  

We define the advantage of an algorithm  in breaking 

Assumption 3 to be: 

  3
1 2Adv | Pr[ (D, ) 1] Pr[ ( , ) 1] |T D T= − =  

Definition 3. We say  satisfies Assumption 3 if for any 

polynomial time algorithm , 3Adv   is negligible. 

C Access structure  

In the ABE system, access structure determines the expression 

ability of access control policy. There are mainly the following 

access structures: AND-gates, tree-based access structure, 

threshold structure, and linear secret sharing structure. In our 

scheme, we adopt AND-gates on multi-valued attributes 

[17,20,21] as our access structure. That is, AND-gate is used 

to connect different attributes, and OR-gate is used to connect 

different values of the same attribute. It does not support NOT-

gate. For example: 

Department: R & D AND Position: Programmer 

AND (Seniority: Junior OR Seniority: Senior) 

We denote an attribute list of one user as 1 2{ , ,..., }nL L L L= . 

We denote an access structure as 1 2{ , ,..., }nP P P P= . The 

attributes satisfy the access control structure, if and only if 

i iL P , [1, , ]i n . This access structure is inspired by inner 

product encryption and can hide the access policy. 

D  CPABE  

 A ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption system 

consists of the following four algorithms: Setup, KeyGen, 

Encrypt, and Decrypt. 

（1） ( )1Setup   . This algorithm takes as input a security 

parameter   and description of attributes. It generates a 

public key PK and a master secret key MSK. 

（2） ( ),KeyGen MSK S  . This algorithm takes the master 

secret key MSK, the public key PK, and an attribute list S as 

input. It generates a secret key SK associated with S. 

（3） ( ,M, )Encrypt P PK . This algorithm takes an access 

structure P , a message M, and the public key PK as input. It 

generates a ciphertext CT. It should be noted that the access 

policy of hidden policy CPABE is hidden in the ciphertext CT. 

（4） (CT, )Decrypt SK . This algorithm takes a ciphertext 

CT and a secret key SK as input. It returns a message M. If the 

attribute list S satisfies the access structure P  specified for CT, 

the user can decrypt the ciphertext. 

IV. Encrypted Cloud Email Searching and Filtering 
scheme 

This section describes our encrypted cloud email searching 

and filtering scheme model, formal and security definitions, 

and the scheme's detailed process. 

A. SCHEME MODEL 

We illustrate the based architecture of our scheme in Figure 1. 

Our scheme involves five entities: Trusted authority, Sender, 

Email filtering server, Recipient, Cloud server. Each entity is 

introduced as follows:  

1. Trusted authority: The Authorization center generates a 

public key and master key for the scheme and generates a 

private attribute key for the recipient filter server and all the 

email users (including sender and recipient). The user’s 

private key is related to his attributes.  

Fig. 1 Basic architecture 

2. Sender: At first, the client of sender segments the contents 

of an email into keywords. The sender then creates an 

additional recipient list and adds all recipients and the 

corresponding filter server to this recipient list. The sender 

determines the access policy according to the attributes of the 

recipients and filter servers and uses the access policy to 

encrypt the keyword index. The email content is still encrypted 

with the original system’s encryption method. Finally, the 

sender sends the ciphertext of the index and email to the cloud 

server.  

3. Email filtering server: The email filter server maintains a 

blacklist of keywords to be filtered. It generates keyword 

trapdoors according to the blacklist and sends them to the 

cloud server to run the filtering algorithm to filter the newly 

received emails. The filter here actually searches. 

4. Recipient: If the recipient wants to search for an email 

with a keyword in the recently received email, the recipient 

will generate a keyword trapdoor and then send the keyword 

trapdoor to the cloud server for searching. If the email contains 

keywords to search, the cloud server will submit the email to 

the recipient. 

5. Cloud server: The encrypted emails with encrypted 

keyword index received by the recipient are stored on the 

cloud server. When the cloud server receives a trapdoor from 
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the email filtering server or the recipient, it will provide 

keyword search or filter services. If the keyword matches, the 

cloud server will do the corresponding processing.   

  

Our scheme does not provide the decryption of encrypted 

email. The original email encryption system provides the 

decryption of email. In the whole scheme, participants do not 

have to decrypt the encrypted email and encrypted keyword 

index, and the user's secret key will not be disclosed. In the 

whole process, the cloud server could not get any email 

content and keyword content. 

We assume that the cloud server is semi-trusted (i.e., 

honest-but-curious). It means that the cloud server will 

dutifully store and query data, but it will be curious about the 

keyword indexes and search credentials and try to guess some 

information. 

B. SCHEME DESCRIPTION  

The scheme description consists of the following five 

algorithms: Setup, KeyGen, Encindex, Trapdoor, Verify 

(Search/filter). The details are as follows ： 

(1). ( ), 1MSK PK Setup   ：The trusted authority runs the 

Setup algorithm to initialize the system. It takes as input a 

security parameter   and generates a public key PK and a 

master secret key MSK. 

(2). ( ),sk KeyGen S MSK ：The trusted authority runs the 

KeyGen algorithm to generate the email user's secret key. It 

takes as input the MSK and an email user’s attribute list S. 

Then the KeyGen algorithm generates a secret key sk  

associated with S.  

(3). ( , , )CT Encindex P kw PK ： The sender runs the 

Encindex algorithm to encrypt the keyword index. It takes as 

input the system public key PK, the keyword kw , and the 

access structure P . Then, the Encindex algorithm generates 

the keyword kw  ciphertext index CT . 

(4). ( , )trap Trapdoor sk tw   ：The recipient or email filter 

server runs the Trapdoor algorithm to generate a keyword 

trapdoor for searching or filtering. It takes a secret key sk  and 

a query keyword or a filter keyword  tw  as input. Then the 

Trapdoor algorithm generates a keyword trapdoor trap . 

(5). 0  1 ( , )or Verify CT trap : The cloud server runs the 

Verify(Search/filter)  algorithm to search or filter the keyword 

index of email. It takes the keyword index ciphertext CT  and 

a search or filter trapdoor trap  as input. Then the 

Verify(search) algorithm outputs 1 when the recipient's 

attributes satisfy the access structure, and the trapdoor 

keyword matches the ciphertext keyword, otherwise 0. Similar 

to Verify(search) algorithm, the Verify(filter) algorithm is 

mainly used to match the email content keywords with the 

blacklist set. If the matching is successful, it will return the 

email identification 1 and do further processing. If the 

matching is unsuccessful, it will return 0. 

C. SECURITY DEFINITION 

(1).The full security model for our encrypted cloud email 

searching and filtering scheme is described by a security game 

between an adversary and a challenger . The Game I  is 

defined as follows:  

Setup. The Challenger  calls the ( )1Setup   algorithm 

to generate the master secret key MSK and the public key PK. 

Then the adversary  gets the PK, and the Challenger  

saves the MSK. 

Phase 1. The adversary  can make 1q  times private key 

queries according to attributes set 11 2,S , ,SqS .The 

challenger  generates the private key 

( ),i isk KeyGen S MSK  for 11 i q   and returns it to 

.The adversary  can also make query about keyword 

trapdoor. Then the challenger  runs ( ),iKeyGen S MSK to 

generate isk  and runs ( , )i iTrapdoor sk tw for 11 i q   to get 

the keyword itw  trapdoor and sends the trapdoor to the 

adversary . 

Challenge. The adversary  selects two keywords 0 1,w w  

and two access structures 0 1,P P  to send to the challenger . 

The challenger  chooses a random bit {0,1}  , then 

generates challenge ciphertext 
* ( , , )CT Encindex P w PK  . Finally, it returns *CT   to 

the adversary . 

Phase 2. The adversary  repeats the queries of Phase1.  

Guess. The adversary  gives its guess {0,1}  for  . 

If   = , we say that the adversary  wins the game. 

Definition 4. An encryption cloud email searching and 

filtering scheme is fully secure if all polynomial time 

adversaries have at most a negligible advantage in this security 

game, where the advantage of the adversary  is  
1

2
Adv | Pr[ ] |f   = −  

(2).The game of keyword trapdoor indistinguishability is 

defined as follows: 

Setup. Same as in Game I . 

Phase 1. Same as in Game I . 

Challenge. The adversary  selects two keywords 0 1,w w  

and a challenge access structures P  to send to challenger . 

The challenger  chooses a random bit {0,1}  , then 

computes ( , )trap Trapdoor sk w . Finally, it returns trap  

to the adversary . 

Phase 2. The adversary  repeats the queries of Phase1. 

Guess. The adversary  gives its guess {0,1}  for  . 

If   = , we say that the adversary  wins the game. 

Definition 5. An encryption cloud email searching and 

filtering scheme satisfies keyword trapdoor 

indistinguishability if all polynomial time adversaries have at 

most a negligible advantage in this security game, where the 

advantage of the adversary  is  
1

2
Adv | Pr[ ] |t   = −  

D. THE CONSTRUCTION OF OUR SCHEME 

Suppose the email user has n  attributes, each of which has m  

possible values, and each attribute value corresponds to a 

different attribute item. Subgroup pG  is used for standard 
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encryption and verification operations; rG  is used for the 

randomization of parameters to make the scheme achieve full 

security; qG  is only used for a semi-functional space, not for 

the operation of the actual scheme. 

(1). ( ), 1MSK PK Setup  : This algorithm first runs the 

group generator algorithm ( )1  to get ( , , , , ,e)Tp q r G G  

with p q rG G G G=    , where  G  and  TG  are cyclic groups 

of order N pqr= . *:{0,1} NH →  is a hash function. It 

selects pg  be a generator of  pG  and rg  be a generator of 

rG . Next, it randomly selects ,i j Na    and ,i j rR G

(1 ,1 )i n j m    . It computes ,

, ,
i ja

i j p i jA g R= . It also 

selects N  , 0 rR G , and calculates 0 0pA g R=  , 

( , )p pY e g g = . Finally, it sets the public key PK 

0 , 1 ,1{A ,{A } , , }i j i n j m rPk g Y   =  

and sets the master secret key MSK  

, 1 ,1{ ,{ } , }p i j i n j mMSK g a    = . 

 (2). ( ),sk KeyGen L MSK  : Firstly, the trusted authority 

center randomly selects 
u Nx   for every new email user 

joining the system. Then it sets ( , ) u ux x
p pX e g g Y= =  and 

publishes X as a public parameter of the email user (including 

email filter server). The trusted authority runs this algorithm 

to generate the email user's secret key. It takes as input the 

, 1 ,1{ ,{ } , }p i j i n j mMSK g a    =  and an email user's attribute 

list 11, j , j , j( , , , ), j {1, , }i ni n iL v v v m=  . This algorithm 

randomly selects i Nt   for 1i =  to n , and sets 
1

n

i

i

t t
=

=  . 

Then it sets 0
t

pD g−=  and sets , ,1

i

i ji

t

a
i pD g i n=   . Finally, 

this algorithm generates the secret key 

0 1 i n( , ,{ } )u iSk x D D  =   

(3). ( , , )CT Encindex P kw PK  : The sender creates an 

additional recipient list and adds the filter server as the 

recipient. It calculates s
UC X −=  for the recipient, and then a 

tuple    , Urecipient or filter server C（ ） is generated for each 

recipient in this list. These users' attributes in this recipient list 

are used to generate the access control policy P . 

The sender runs this algorithm to encrypt the email keyword 

index with the access structure P . Let 

1 2( , , , ),n i iP w w w w v=  .This algorithm randomly selects 

Ns   and 0 rR G  .It also randomly selects ,i j Ns  and 

, ,1 ,1i j rR G i n j m      . It then sets sC Y=  and also 

computes  

  ,

,

,

, ,

,

,

,   

,  

i j

i j

i j

s
i j i j i

i j s
i j

A R if v w
C

A R otherwise

  
= 


1 ,1i n j m     

Here, ,i jR  realizes the hidden policy by parameter 

randomization. In this way, the access policy is hidden in the 

ciphertext. 

The content of the email is segmented by keyword kw .  

This algorithm computes (kw)
0 00

s

HC A R=  . Lastly, it generates 

the ciphertext 0 , 1 ,1( , ,{ } )i j i n j mCT C C C    = . 

(4). ( , )trap Trapdoor sk tw : The recipient or email filter 

server runs this algorithm to generate a trapdoor for a keyword 

tw . This algorithm first selects  Nd   and then computes 

uT x d= + . Then it computes (tw)
0 0

H dT D=  and

1 i{ }d
i i nT D  = . Finally, it generates the keyword trapdoor 

0 1 i( , ,{ } )i nTrap T T T  = . 

(5). 0  1 ( , )or Verify CT trap  : The cloud server checks 

whether the user is in the extra recipient list. If not, it declines 

the search request. Otherwise, the cloud server takes encrypted 

keyword index and keyword trapdoor as input and UC  from 

the additional recipient list to run the Verify  algorithm. Then 

the cloud server can recover the intermediate value 

,1 ( , )i

n
i j iiE e C T==   by combining , ii jC  and iT  , and can 

search out the ciphertext matching keyword through this 

intermediate value. The cloud server calculates: 

0 0 ,1( , ) ( , )i

n T
i j i Uie C T e C T C C= =   

It returns 1 if two sides are equal and return 0 if otherwise. 

If the recipient or recipient filter server's attributes satisfy 

the access policy and the encryption keyword and the 

threshold keyword are equal, the left is equal to the right. 

The correctness of the scheme is verified as follows. In the 

first step, if the user’s attributes 11, j , j , j( , , , )i ni nL v v v=   

satisfy the access control policy 1 2( , , , )nP w w w= , 

according to the previous formula
,

, ,
i j

s
i j i jC A R= 

, i j iif v w( ),then: 

 
,

,

,1

,1

1

( , )

   ( , )

   ( , )

   ( , )

i

i

i ji

ii ji

i

n
i j ii

dt

an s
i j pi

n t sd
p pi

tsd
p p

E e C T

e A R g

e g g

e g g

=

=

=

= 

=  

= 

=

 

Second, if the search filtered keyword is the same as the 

keyword in the encrypted index kw tw= , the cloud server 

successfully passes the following validation and outputs 1. 

 

(kw) (tw)( )
0 0 00

( )

( , ) ( , ) ( , )

                  ( , ) ( , )

                  ( , )

s

H H t d tsd
p p p

t sd tsd
p p p p

sd
p p

e C T E e A R g e g g

e g g e g g

e g g







−

−

 =  

= 

=

 

 

 ( ) ( , )u uT s x d sx sd sd
U p pC C Y Y Y e g g + − =  = =  

V. Security proof and comparison  

A. SECURITY PROOF 
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We apply the dual system encryption to obtain full security. In 

our dual system, there is not only semi-functional ciphertext 

and semi-functional key but also another structure: semi-

functional keyword trapdoor. The normal keyword trapdoor 

can verify normal ciphertexts or semi-functional ciphertexts. 

The semi-functional keyword trapdoor can verify normal 

ciphertext, but cannot verify semi-functional ciphertext. That 

is to say. A normal keyword trapdoor can only verify semi-

functional ciphertext. Security proof of our scheme will also 

be demonstrated through a series of indistinguishable games. 

In the first game, all the ciphertexts and keyword trapdoors are 

normal. In the next game, all the keyword trapdoors are 

normal, but the ciphertexts are semi-functional. We suppose 

that an adversary makes q  keyword trapdoor queries. Then in 

kGame , the first k  keyword trapdoors are semi-functional, 

and the rest are normal. In qGame , all the keyword trapdoors 

and ciphertexts returned to the adversary are semi-functional, 

so all the keyword trapdoors cannot verify the challenge 

ciphertext. 

Firstly, we define three semi-functional structures:  

Semi-functional Ciphertext We let qg  denote a generator of 

the subgroup qG .A semi-functional ciphertext is generated as 

follows: 

Firstly, run the Encindex algorithm to generate a normal 

ciphertext  0 , 1 ,1( , ,{ } )i j i n j mCT C C C      = . Then randomly 

select 0 ,, ,1 ,1i j Nx x i n j m      and generate the semi-

functional ciphertext: 

 ,0
0 0 , , 1 ,1( , g ,{ g } )i jxx

q i j i j q i n j mCT C C C C C      = =  =   

Semi-functional Key A semi-functional key is generated as 

follows: 

Firstly, run the KeyGen algorithm to generate a normal key  

0 1 i n( , ,{ } )u iSk x D D   = . Then randomly select  

0 , ,1i Ny y i n    and generate the semi-functional key:  
0

0 0 1 i n( , g ,{ g } )iy y
u q i i qSk x D D D D    = =  =   

 

TABLE I 

GAME PROCESS 

GAME Challenge ciphertext 
Key and Trapdoor of query 

1 …… k …… q 

Real Normal 

0 Semi-Functional Normal 

1 Semi-Functional Normal 

…… 

k Semi-Functional Normal 

…… 

q Semi-Functional 

Final Random message Semi-Functional 

 

Semi-functional keyword trapdoor. A semi-functional 

keyword trapdoor is generated as follows: 

Firstly, run the Trapdoor algorithm to generate a normal 

keyword trapdoor 0 1( , ,{ } )i i nTrap T T T   = . Then randomly 

select 0 , ,1i Nz z i n    and generate semi-functional 

keyword trapdoor:  0
0 1( , g ,{ g } )iz z

q i q i nTrap T T T   =    

   To prove our scheme's security, we define a series of 

simulation games between the adversary and the challenger. 

Then we use three lemmas to prove that the games described 

below are indistinguishable from each other. As mentioned 

earlier, if both the challenge ciphertext and keyword trapdoors 

are semi-functional, then the validation effect will be invalid. 

We suppose the adversary to make q  private key and 

keyword trapdoor requests in the game and define the 

following games (As shown in Table I): 

 realGame : It is the actual security game. All the keyword 

trapdoors, keys, and ciphertext are normal. 

 0Game : All the keyword trapdoors and keys are normal, but 

the ciphertext is semi-functional. 

kGame : The challenge ciphertext is semi-functional. The first 

k (1 )k q   keyword trapdoors and keys are semi-

functional, and the rest are normal. In qGame , all the keyword 

trapdoors, keys, and ciphertext are semi-functional. 

 finalGame ：All the keyword trapdoors and keys are semi-

functional. The ciphertext is semi-functional encryption on a 

random keyword. 

Lemma 1. Suppose there exists an algorithm  which has 

advantage 0Adv AdvrealGame Game − =  to distinguish   

realGame and 0Game  , then we can build an algorithm  

with advantage   in breaking Assumption 1. 

Proof: Algorithm  is given , ,p rg g T .  will distinguish 

pT G  or pqT G . Firstly,  randomly selects ,i j Na   

and ,i j rR G (1 ,1 )i n j m     . Then it computes  

,

, ,
i ja

i j p i jA g R= .  also randomly selects N  and 

0 rR G .  gives algorithm  the public parameters 

0 , 1 ,1{ ,{A } , , ( , ) }p i j i n j m r p pg R g e g g 
     and keeps the master 

secret key MSK , 1 ,1{ ,{ } , }p i j i n j mg a     . 

At some point,  sends  two keywords 0 1,w w   and two 

access structures 0 1,P P . To generate the challenge ciphertext, 

 randomly selects [0,1]   and encrypts  w  with access 

structure P .  randomly selects Ns  and 0 rR G   . 

Then  sets * (g , ) s
pC e T = , ( )*

0 0

s
H wC T R =  . It also 

randomly selects ,i j Ns  and  , ,1 ,1i j rR G i n j m      . 
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If ,i j iv w  , Let ,*
, ,

i ja s
i j i jC T R = , otherwise let  

, ,*
, ,

i j i ja s
i j i jC T R = . Finally, algorithm  sends the challenge 

ciphertext  ,

* * *
0 1 ,1{ , ,{ } }i j i n j mC C C     to .  

If pT G  , the challenge ciphertext is normal. If pqT G , 

the challenge ciphertext is semi-functional. Algorithm  can 

distinguish realGame and 0Game with advantage  . If  

considers  as simulating 0Game , the challenge ciphertext 

will be semi-functional, and  will judge pqT G . If  

considers  as simulating realGame , the challenge ciphertext 

will be normal, and  will judge pT G . Hence, algorithm 

 can break Assumption 1 using the output of . 

 

Lemma 2 Suppose there exists an algorithm  such that 

1Adv Advk kGame Game − − =  .Then we can build an 

algorithm  with advantage   in breaking Assumption 2.  

(1 k q  ,when 1k = ,the 1kGame −  is 0Game ) 

Proof: Algorithm  is given 1 2, , ,p rg X X g T .  will 

distinguish pT G  or pqT G . Firstly,   randomly selects  

,i j Na   and ,i j rR G (1 ,1 )i n j m     . Then it 

computes ,

, ,
i ja

i j p i jA g R= .  also selects N  and 

0 rR G .  gives  the public parameters 

0 , 1 ,1{ ,{A } , , ( , ) }p i j i n j m r p pg R g e g g 
     and keeps the master 

secret key MSK , 1 ,1{ ,{ } , }p i j i n j mg a     . When  requests 

the ith  keyword trapdoor or key,  answers as follows: 

If >i k ,   will create the normal keyword trapdoor and 

key for the queried by .  

If <i k ,  will create the semi-functional keyword 

trapdoor and key for the queried by  using the method in 

the semi-functional structure described earlier. 

To answer the kth  requested.  sets the semi-functional 

key as { ux , 0
tD T− =  , ,

i

i j

t

a
iD T = } and sets the semi-

functional keyword trapdoor as {T   , ( ) ( )
0

it H tw dT T − =  , 

 
TABLE II 

COMPARISON WITH OTHER SCHEMES 

scheme Encrypt Trapdoor Search Filter function 

[29] 1 22E E+  12E E+  2P  No 

[30] 1 22 2E E P+ +  1 2E E P+ +  12 2E P+  No 

[31] 2E P+  3E  4P  No 

ours (2 +1) + Tnm E E  ( +1)n E  ( +2) +( +1)Tn E n P  YES 

,

i

i j

t d

a
iT T = } according to the master key MSK. Then it sends 

the semi-functional key and semi-functional trapdoor to . 

At some point,  sends  two keywords 0 1,w w   and two 

access structures 0 1,P P . To generate the challenge ciphertext, 

 randomly selects [0,1]   and encrypts  w  with access 

structure P .  randomly selects  Ns  and 0 rR G   .  

then sets *
1 2(g , ) s

pC e X X = , ( )*
0 1 2 0( )

s
H wC X X R =  . It also 

randomly selects ,i j Ns  and  , ,1 ,1i j rR G i n j m      . 

If ,i j iv w  , sets  ,*
, 1 2 ,( ) i ja s

i j i jC X X R = ,otherwise sets 

, ,*
, 1 2 ,( ) i j i ja s

i j i jC X X R = . Finally,  sends the semi-functional 

challenge ciphertext  ,

* * *
0 1 ,1{ , ,{ } }i j i n j mC C C      to . 

If  pT G , the keyword trapdoor and key are normal. If  

pqT G , the keyword trapdoor and key are semi-functional. 

Algorithm  can distinguish kGame  and 1kGame − with 

advantage . If  considers  as simulating 1kGame − , the 

keyword trapdoor and key will be semi-functional, and  

will judge pqT G . If  considers  as simulating kGame , 

the keyword trapdoor and key will be normal, and   will 

judge pT G . Hence, algorithm  can break Assumption 2 

using the output of .  

Lemma 3 Suppose there exists an algorithm  such that  

Adv Advq finalGame Game
− = .Then we can build an 

algorithm  with advantage   in breaking Assumption 3. 

Proof:  is given 
1

0 1 1 2, , , , , ,p P P q rPg R g R g Q g Q g g T  . 

Algorithm  will distinguish =
P

T g QR  or TT G . Firstly, 

 randomly selects ,i j Na   and ,i j rR G  

(1 ,1 )i n j m    . Then it computes ,

, ,
i ja

i j p i jA g R= . 

also selects N  and 0 rR G .  gives  the public 

parameters 0 , 1 ,1{ ,{A } , , ( , ) }p i j i n j m r p pg R g e g g 
    . 

Algorithm  returns the semi-functional keyword 

trapdoor and key requested by . for ki  ,  chooses 

i Nt  at random, sets 
1

n

i

i

t t
=

=  ,computes the semi-

functional key:  

ux  , 
1

0 2( ) t
pD g Q  − =  , ,

1

2( )

i

i j

t

a
i pD g Q = . 

It computes the semi-functional trapdoor:  

T  , 
1

( ) ( )
0 2( ) qt H tw d

pT g Q  − =  , ,
1

2( )

i

i j

t d

a
i pT g Q =  . 

At some point,  sends  two keywords 0 1,w w   and two 

access structures 0 1,P P . To generate the challenge ciphertext, 

 randomly selects [0,1]   and encrypts w  with access 

structure P .  randomly selects  Ns  , 0 rR G  . Then  
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 sets * ( , )s
p pC e g g = , ( )*

0 0

s
H wC T R =  . It also randomly 

selects ,i j Ns  and  , ,1 ,1i j rR G i n j m      . If

,i j iv w , sets ,*
, 1 ,( ) i ja s

i j p i jC g Q R
 = , otherwise sets 

, ,*
, 1 ,( ) i j i ja s

i j p i jC g Q R
 =  . Finally, algorithm  sends the 

challenge ciphertext  ,

* * *
0 1 ,1{ , ,{ } }i j i n j mC C C      to .  

If =
P

T g QR  , *
0C could be written ( )

0( )
s

H w

P
g QR R  , then the 

challenge ciphertext is a semi-functional ciphertext with 

w  ,and the game is qGame . If TT G , then the challenge 

ciphertext is a semi-functional ciphertext with a random 

keyword, and the game is finalGame . Hence, if  can 

distinguish which game it plays, then  could use the output 

of  to break Assumption 3. 

Theorem 1 If assumption 1, 2, and 3 hold, the proposed 

encryption cloud email searching and filtering scheme is 

secure.  

Proof.  If assumption 1, 2, and 3 hold, then we have shown by 

the previous lemmas that realGame is indistinguishable from 

finalGame . But in finalGame , the value of   is information 

theoretically hidden from the adversary .Therefore, we can 

conclude that the adversary  cannot attain a non-negligible 

advantage in breaking the encryption cloud email searching 

and filtering scheme. 

Theorem 2 If assumption 2 hold, then the trapdoor of the 

proposed scheme is indistinguishable from adversary . 

Proof: Assume the adversary  has an advantage   to 

distinguish the keyword trapdoor.  

According to TABLE I and Lemma 2, If  pT G , the 

keyword trapdoor is normal. If pqT G , the keyword 

trapdoor is semi-functional. If adversary  has an advantage 

  to distinguish the keyword trapdoor. The algorithm   can 

break assumption 2 with the same advantage. 

If assumption 2 holds, adversary  can only distinguish the 

keyword trapdoor with negligible advantage. Therefore, the 

keyword trapdoor of the proposed scheme is indistinguishable 

from adversary . 

 

TABLE III. 
 REAL PERFORMANCE--AVERAGE EXECUTION TIME (S) OF EACH ALGORITHM  

algorithm 

the number of attributes 

10 20 30 40 50 

Setup 4.199 9.726 12.395 16.77 20.438 

KeyGen 0.138 0.293 0.38 0.513 0.629 

Encindex per keyword 4.163 8.707 12.315 16.846 21.037 

Trapdoor 0.133 0.26 0.378 0.51 0.647 

Verify/Search 0.279 0.543 0.837 1.044 1.287 

 

   
(a)KeyGen and Trapdoor (b)Encindex per keyword (c)Verify/Search 

Figure 2. Performance of our scheme 

 

B.  COMPARISON  

We compare the performance of our scheme with related 

schemes [29-31]. The computational comparison is shown in 

Table II. The P  represents the pairing operation, E , 1E , 2E  

and TE  represents the group exponentiation operations in G  , 

1G , 2G and TG . The user has n  attributes, each of which has 

m  possible values. In the algorithms, Encrypt represents 

encryption operation; Search represents verification operation 

on the server; Trapdoor represents generation trapdoor 

operation.  

As shown in Table II, traditional PEKS schemes [29-31] 

have less computation, but they don't provide email filtering. 

Their schemes need to generate an encryption index for each 

recipient when sending the mass mailing and encrypt multiple 

times when there are many recipients. Correspondingly, our 

scheme only needs to encrypt the index once. Compared with 

other schemes, we only add a recipient list, so the scheme is 

feasible. In terms of security, our scheme is under the full 

security model, making it more secure. Therefore, the 

keyword trapdoor of the scheme is indistinguishable from the 

adversary, and the scheme can resist KGA. In comparison, our 

scheme achieves functional improvement and security 

improvement at the cost of increased computing cost. 

C. Performance evaluation 

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme, 

we conduct the experiments using real-world email dataset. 

The dataset used for the experiments is BC3-Email Corpus 

[36], which contains 40 emails and averaging five keywords 

per email. The experiments are performed with Intel Core i7-
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7700k 4.2GHz CPU, 16GB RAM, and Windows 10 operating 

system. The algorithms are implemented using JAVA 

programming language and the Java Pairing Based 

Cryptography Library (JPBC) [37] with A1 type pairing. 

In the experiments, the security parameter is set to 128 bits, 

and the number of attributes increased from 10 to 50. To 

simplify the experiments, we set the number of possible values 

for each attribute to 20 and set all the keywords are encrypted 

under the same policy. Each experiment has been run ten times, 

and we take the average time as the final result. The average 

execution time of each algorithm in our scheme is shown in 

table III. 

As shown in Figure 2， the computation cost of each 

algorithm in our scheme is positively related to the number of 

attributes. We can also find that the cost of Encindex per 

keyword is far more than that of the algorithm Verify/Search. 

The main reason is that it costs much computation to 

implement policy hiding with composite order bilinear groups 

and create additional recipient list. Consistent with the 

previous theoretical analysis, our scheme improves the 

security and function at the cost of increasing the computation 

cost. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We introduce a new solution for searching and filtering 

encrypted cloud email based on HPCPABKS. Our scheme 

enables the recipients to search for keywords and the recipient 

filtering servers to filter keywords by adding the additional list 

of recipients. The scheme achieves full security proved by 

using dual system encryption methodology and can resist 

offline KGA. It can be as convenient for users to search and 

filter as the traditional email system. More extensions can be 

made to the scheme to realize the function of virus email 

protection in the future. It can also be easily extended to other 

application scenarios, such as the searching and filtering 

encrypted file systems. 

Because of the use of composite order bilinear groups, the 

performance of our scheme is limited. In the future, we need 

to improve the scheme further to make it more rapid and 

straightforward without reducing the security. In addition, our 

next work will also focus on multi keyword search and other 

query expression capabilities. 
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